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A tourist practices sand boarding. A mask-clad Israeli tourist photographs a falconer hold-
ing a falcon during a visit to the historic Al-Fahidi neigh-
borhood of Dubai.

A mask-clad falconer holds a falcon near tourists at the
historic Al-Fahidi neighborhood of Dubai.

Mask-clad Israeli tourists walk towards their bus after a
visit to the historic Al-Fahidi neighborhood of Dubai.

Michelin unveils
COVID-era
France picks
despite criticism

The Michelin Guide revealed yester-
day its annual pick of France’s top
restaurants despite criticism over

its decision to hold the awards while
establishments remain closed in the
Covid-19 pandemic. Three-star chefs
can rest easy, however, after Michelin
said none will be demoted as the health
crisis rages. The industry bible’s boss
Gwendal Poullennec defended inspec-
tions that led to 57 new stars overall,
even though restaurants remain shut-
tered after lockdowns imposed last
spring and again since October. “It’s an
important decision to support the indus-
try, despite the current situation and per-
haps even because of the situation,”
Poullennec told AFP.

“All the establishments that have kept
their star this year or won one are restau-
rants that fully deserve it,” he said.
Michelin has drawn fire for bestowing its
verdicts as chefs rack up losses while
adapting their menus for takeaway or
deliveries-and food fans have little
chance of booking tables anytime soon,

with or without face masks. The rival Best
50 list, based in Britain, cancelled its
2020 ranking last year, while France’s La
Liste said this month that instead of rank-
ings it would honor innovative chefs who
have persevered amid the pandemic.
Michelin called off the lavish gala cere-
mony that was to be held in Cognac,
southwest France-the first time outside
Paris-and instead will announce the 2021
winners in a YouTube broadcast from the
Eiffel Tower.

‘Consistent quality’ 
But Poullennec said all three-star

restaurants will keep their stars-France
including Monaco counts 29 — while the
handful of demotions will affect only
restaurants that have closed or changed
their dining concept. He insisted that
inspectors worked double duty and even
cancelled their sacrosanct summer holi-
days to eat and drink as much as possi-
ble when restaurants were allowed to
open under strict virus restrictions
between France’s lockdowns.

Michelin also brought in inspectors
from elsewhere in Europe and even Asia
to back up the French team. “This selec-
tion has been made with the same seri-
ous attention, and inspectors were able
to judge as many meals as the previous
year,” he said. “Despite the difficulties,
chefs have risen to the occasion and
maintained consistent quality, at times
even succeeding in making further
progress,” he added. Poullennec, who
took over the guide in 2018, has over-
seen several choices that have raised
eyebrows among chefs and foodies
alike. Last year Michelin shocked indus-
try insiders by downgrading the Auberge
du Pont de Collonges-the oldest three-
starred restaurant in the world-after the
death of its legendary chef Paul Bocuse.

And in January 2019, Marc Veyrat
became the first chef to sue the famous
red guidebook after it withdrew the third
star for his French Alps restaurant La
Maison des Bois just a year after it was
awarded. Veyrat, who lost his case, has
said he never wants to see a Michelin
inspector in any of his restaurants ever
again. — AFP 

Phil Spector, who revolutionized
1960s pop music with his “Wall of
Sound” production technique but

who was imprisoned in 2009 for murder,
has died at age 81, authorities said
Sunday. In his heyday, Spector was the
undisputed king of rock ‘n’ roll producers,
the “Tycoon of Teen” whose music helped
define the soaring optimism of a genera-
tion. But the sharp suits and dark sun-
glasses favored by the diminutive genius
gave way to prison clothes after he was
convicted of the 2003 shooting death of
actress Lana Clarkson.

Spector was pronounced dead
Saturday and his “official cause of death
will be determined by the medical examin-
er,” according to a statement from the
California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation. Born in New York to
Russian-Jewish parents in 1939, Spector
was only eight years old when his father
committed suicide, a family tragedy that
was to leave lasting scars on the young
Spector’s psyche. In the aftermath of his
father’s death, Spector, his mother and his
sister moved to Los Angeles for a fresh
start. It was not long before Spector’s
musical talents emerged, with the slight
teenager showing a flair for song-writing
and playing guitar.

Forming his first group, The Teddy
Bears, with three high-school friends,
Spector soon struck gold with the 1958
single “To Know Him Is to Love Him”-the
inscription on his father’s gravestone. The
record went to number one on the
Billboard Hot 100 and sold five million
copies. The Teddy Bears were unable to
repeat the success and they split up the
following year. Badly affected by stage
fright, Spector began channeling his ener-
gies into producing and song-writing,
helping to write Ben E. King’s 1961 hit
“Spanish Harlem.”

The creation of his own “Philles” record
label signaled the beginning of Spector’s
prime, when he almost single-handedly

changed the recording industry with the
“Wall of Sound.” Using large numbers of
musicians playing individual parts layered
upon each other, the technique gave
Spector’s productions a distinctive,
orchestral quality that he famously
described as “a Wagnerian approach to
rock & roll: little symphonies for the kids.”
“I knew Beethoven was more important
than whoever was playing his music,” he
once said. “That’s what I wanted to be.”

‘I’m probably relatively insane’ 
Working with The Crystals, The

Ronettes and The Righteous Brothers,
Spector became a hit machine, with tracks
including “Da Doo Ron Ron,” “Then He
Kissed Me,” “Be My Baby,” “You’ve Lost
That Lovin’ Feelin’” and “Unchained
Melody.” The final act signed to the Philles
label was Ike and Tina Turner in 1966, but
Spector was dismayed when the extraor-
dinary “River Deep-Mountain High”
reached only 88th in the US singles
charts.

Marrying Ronettes lead singer “Ronnie”
Bennett in 1968, Spector retreated from
the public eye a multi-millionaire. He
returned in the early 1970s for a tri-
umphant collaboration with The Beatles on
their hit album “Let It Be,” and produced
solo albums for John Lennon (“Imagine”)
and George Harrison. As the 1970s pro-

gressed, Spector became increasingly
reclusive and rumors of his eccentric
behavior became legend.

The graphic testimony at his murder tri-
al of repeated gun-toting rages only
served to confirm what had been common
knowledge within the music world for
years. Ronnie, who divorced him in 1974,
chronicled years of abusive behavior in
her autobiography, which included the
producer threatening to kill her and put
her body on display in a golden glass-
topped coffin he kept in her basement. “I
can only say that when I left in the early
‘70s, I knew that if I didn’t leave at that
time, I was going to die there,” Ronnie
wrote later.

Spector’s threatening behavior also
extended to the artists he worked with. He
was alleged to have fired a gun into a stu-
dio while working with Lennon during the
recording of “Rock ‘n’ Roll” and once held
a gun to Leonard Cohen’s head during
sessions for “Death of a Ladies’ Man.”

In another incident, he held punk band
The Ramones hostage at gunpoint during
recording of their album “End of the
Century.” Spector was jailed for the sec-
ond-degree murder after Lana Clarkson
was shot dead at his home though he
claimed it was an accidental suicide. His
first trial, in 2007, was declared a mistrial
due to a hung jury before he was convict-
ed two years later. Clues to Spector’s trou-
bled state of mind were evident in a rare
and wide-ranging interview he gave to
British newspaper The Daily Telegraph,
just weeks before Clarkson died. “I would
say I’m probably relatively insane, to an
extent,” he said. “I’m my own worst ene-
my. I have devils inside that fight me.
“People idolize me, want to be like me, but
I tell them, ‘Trust me, you don’t want my
life.’ Because it hasn’t been a very pleas-
ant life. “I’ve been a very tortured soul. I
have not been at peace with myself. I have
not been happy.”— AFP 
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As much of the world tightens lock-
downs to stem coronavirus, Dubai
has flung its doors open, branding

itself as a sunny, quarantine-free escape-
despite a sharp rise in cases. While
mask-wearing and social distancing are
strictly enforced, life in the tourism-reliant
emirate looks much like normal, with its
restaurants, hotels and mega-malls open
for business. Images of sports stars and
television personalities enjoying life at
beach clubs and cocktail bars have
flooded social media-sometimes to dis-
approval back home.

Emirates, which restored its network to
about three quarters of pre-pandemic
levels, is again operating A380 super-
jumbos - the world’s largest commercial
airliner-ferrying in visitors from Britain and
Russia. Russian tourist, Dmitriy Melnikov,
said he came to Dubai because his
choices were otherwise limited, with
many destinations in partial or full lock-
down.  “I am not scared,” the 30-year-old
told AFP. “If you look at people here,
everyone has a mask, and I think it’s
cool.”

But the downside to becoming one of
the world’s most open destinations has
been a sharp rise in coronavirus cases.
Daily detected cases hover in the mid-
3,000s across the United Arab Emirates,
which has a population of under 10 mil-
lion, with 745 deaths from Covid-19 since
the pandemic began. “There are signifi-
cant risks in Dubai remaining so open,”
said Scott Livermore, chief economist at
Oxford Economics Middle East. “A
renewed outbreak of Covid-19 would set
the recovery back quite some way.”

‘Willing to take the risk’ 
With a negative PCR test in their home

countries-and possibly another upon
arrival, depending on the place of depar-
ture-tourists can freely enter Dubai,
where winter temperatures average a
pleasant 25 degrees Celsius (77 degrees
Fahrenheit). The neighboring emirate of
Abu Dhabi, which with large oil reserves
is less dependent on tourism, has taken a

much more conservative approach, gen-
erally requiring quarantine on arrival. In
the Al-Fahidi historical neighborhood in
Dubai, mask-clad tourists walk through
alleyways, taking pictures of the recre-
ation of life a century ago. Hand sanitiz-
ers and floor stickers warning people to
maintain their distance are everywhere,
while most restaurants have replaced
their menus with digital QR barcodes,
that can be displayed on a smartphone.

“Before the coronavirus, tour groups
were up to 100 or 250 visitors with each
tour guide, but now things are different,
only 20 visitors maximum for each tour
guide,” said the district’s director Nasser
Juma bin Sulaiman. Andi Pitman, from the
US state of Alabama, said it was her first
trip abroad since the start of the pandem-
ic. “We are very excited to be here and a
little nervous, but happy to be out again,”
she told AFP, strolling through Al-Fahidi
with her husband and two children.
“None of us have had the vaccine yet,

but we have small kids that need to be
out and need to see the world, so we’re
willing to take the risk.” Sophia Amouch,
from France, said she was not too con-
cerned about the rise in cases in the
UAE. “Everything is run better here,” the
25-year-old told AFP, adding that she felt
“safer in Dubai, where everyone abides
by all the measures.”

‘Growth strategy’ 
Tourism has long been an economic

mainstay of Dubai, which welcomed
more than 16 million visitors in 2019.
Before the pandemic, the aim was to
reach 20 million by 2020. The economy-
the most diversified in the Gulf-was deci-
mated by the crisis. The government was
counting on the six-month Dubai Expo
2020 global trade fair-delayed by a year
and now set to open in October-to attract
millions of visitors and boost the econo-
my. Now it is seeking to find what bene-
fits it can from the crisis.

“Dubai seems to be positioning itself as
the destination of choice for those wanting
to escape lockdown conditions and have
a winter break, especially given ski resorts
in Europe are largely closed,” said
Livermore. “This is a growth strategy in its
own right, but the more successful Dubai
can be in achieving this aim, the more
benefits will spill over for when Expo
opens.” Ahead of the Expo, authorities are
mounting a huge vaccination campaign,
which has seen 14 percent of the popula-
tion inoculated.  “Travel and tourism is
very important to Dubai,” Livermore said.
“The sector is crucial for generating a sus-
tainable recovery from the Covid-19 pan-
demic.  “It is essential the city remains
open and connected, but critically keeps
Covid-19 in check.”— AFP

A mask-clad tourist visits the historic Al-
Fahidi neighborhood of Dubai.

Tourists practice sand boarding in
the Dubai desert in the United
Arab Emirates. — AFP photos


